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Managed Business Web Hosting

Relax. We've got you covered with a free SSL/TLS certificate.

Whether you are looking to get your start-up on the map, or need room to grow your business, we have a plan that will suit your need and budget.

With a Free SSL Certificate with every package, and full account backups running every night, that just leaves you to run your website


See Plans & Pricing
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View all pricing

















Business Web Hosting Specialists

Everything You Need To Get Your Business Online











WordPress Web Design

Need something outside the box to help your website work for your business? As WordPress specialists, we take the time to understand what you are trying to achieve so you have a website that works for you.

Read More...









cPanel Web Hosting

Along with your website being found it needs to be quick. Running our own web servers we can make sure we are using the best technology to get your information to your visitors.

Read More...








Domain Names

We make domain name search and registration easy so whether you're looking for a traditional .com or a trendy .guru we can help. Start your search today

Read More...








Website Maintenance

Do you need help with WordPress and have an expert on call when you need it? Choose one of our maintenance packages to make sure you are covered for every eventuality

Read More...








Google Workspace

Google Workspace is a cloud-based productivity suite that helps you and your team connect and get work done from anywhere on any device. It’s simple to use and manage, allowing you to work smarter!

Read More...
















Stay up to date





Introducing WordPress 6.5 “Regina”!



Apr 4th
Exciting news for WordPress enthusiasts! The latest iteration, WordPress 6.5, codenamed “Regina,” has been officially released. Named after the illustrious jazz violinist Regina Carter, this version of WordPress draws inspiration from her boundless creativity and genre-defying performances.
Regina Carter, renowned for her innovative blend ... Read More »







Out-of-Date Plugins Can Leave Your Site Vulnerable



Feb 29th
Keeping your WordPress site up-to-date is critical for its security and functionality. Outdated plugins, themes, and WordPress core software can introduce vulnerabilities that malicious actors can exploit, putting your website and your visitors' data at risk.
Here at Encode, we offer three solutions to help you manage automatic updates for your ... Read More »
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Don't just take our word for it...









Making hosting and registration simple to do and keeps you informed every step of the way. I'd highly recommend Neil to anyone who needs hosting services or any help with making the web work!
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Andy Murdy

Director

Explorator Consulting













Their technical expertise in WordPress and website security is second to none - he has helped us with every element of our website. We are delighted with how much it has now improved.
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Neil Porter

Business Development Manager

Cipher IT













If you want to work with someone who really knows his industry inside out but can also explain it to anyone with any level of technical knowledge, then I would certainly talk to Neil!
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Sarah Windrum

CEO

Emerald Group













If you're the owner of a Wordpress website and need help understanding how to make it work for
you and your business then look no further than Neil.
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Dave Sharpe

Public Speaker

Event Host
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4.9 out of 5 on Google Reviews



 Leave a Review










Venatour Sports Travel



Encode have continually surpassed themselves in developing our new website. Their patience in learning and understanding what we needed from a website to provide the best service to our customers has been beneficial on so many levels. I would highly recommend them to anyone looking for intelligent solutions to their web, seo or business needs.







Lisa Cooley




Positive: Professionalism, Quality, Responsiveness, Value

Working with Neil is a dream; he's fast, efficient, responsive and full of website knowledge and advice. He won't baffle you with IT over load and will be honest about the best working solution.

Highly recommended!










Ellie Stevenson Author




Positive: Professionalism, Value

Encode and I had a very useful discussion about Wordpress and related issues at no cost to myself. He gave me some very helpful information and answered the questions I had.

I learnt quite a lot! Thank you.










Silvia Boev




Positive: Professionalism, Quality, Responsiveness, Value

I am very excited to work again with Neil. His attention to detail is second to none. I have seen his work in action in the past and he is great. I love his calm approach and his patient guidance to non-tech people like me. I would highly highly reccommend him!










Dr Fuz



Neil is the best! He has sorted out all our business emails and everything runs a great deal better now. Website issues are now a thing of the past as Neil has introduced a maintenance programme to ensure the site is always working optimally and any content changes are actioned pretty much immediately.

Highly recommended!!








H Scott-Brown



'Encode' provided my hosting and domain transfers. They were able to deal with the technicalities of the transfer in a particularly speedy manner, taking all the worry of the transfer, domain issues DNS and nameserver headaches as well as the migration. A couple of emails, and phone call meant it was done smoothly, swiftly and efficiently. All I can say is I'm really please they were recommended to me. Thank you
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Recommended WordPress Tools

SEOPress 

Simple, fast and powerful SEO plugin for WordPress

GeneratePress 

A lightweight WordPress theme that focuses on speed, stability, and accessibility.

GenerateBlocks 

A small collection of lightweight WordPress blocks that can accomplish nearly anything.
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